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Abstract: Navier–Stokes equations describe the laminar flow of incompressible fluids. In most cases,
one prefers to solve either these equations numerically, or the physical conditions of solving the
problem are considered more straightforward than the real situation. In this paper, the Navier–Stokes
equations are solved analytically and numerically for specific physical conditions. Using Fα-calculus,
the fractal form of Navier–Stokes equations, which describes the laminar flow of incompressible
fluids, has been solved analytically for two groups of general solutions. In the analytical section,
for just “the single-phase fluid” analytical answers are obtained in a two-dimensional situation.
However, in the numerical part, we simulate two fluids’ flow (liquid–liquid) in a three-dimensional
case through several fractal structures and the sides of several fractal structures. Static mixers can
be used to mix two fluids. These static mixers can be fractal in shape. The Sierpinski triangle, the
Sierpinski carpet, and the circular fractal pattern have the static mixer’s role in our simulations. We
apply these structures just in zero, first and second iterations. Using the COMSOL software, these
equations for “fractal mixing” were solved numerically. For this purpose, fractal structures act as a
barrier, and one can handle different types of their corresponding simulations. In COMSOL software,
after the execution, we verify the defining model. We may present speed, pressure, and concentration
distributions before and after passing fluids through or out of the fractal structure. The parameter for
analyzing the quality of fractal mixing is the Coefficient of Variation (CoV).

Keywords: laminar flow; static mixing; Navier–Stokes equation; fractal calculus

1. Introduction

One of the main problems in classical calculus is that the function is discontinuous,
or its derivative does not exist at some points. Fractals, on the other hand, are inherently
defined as discontinuous sets and nowhere or somewhere differentiable [1,2]. The undeni-
able fact is that classical continuum mechanics is not capable of describing fluid mixtures
or multi-phase problems. Its reason is that classical mechanics is a local theory in which
partial derivatives exist. They have no solution for discontinuous points. The fractional
calculus came to their aid as the non-local theory. Several fractional models have been
introduced by researchers following this approach, for instance [3–6]. In other words, many
believe that substituting a non-local theory instead of a local theory is the only solution.
However, in their papers, Parvate and Gangal [7–9] introduce another approach based on
the local theory entitled Fα-calculus, which is convenient for discontinuous point and even
non-differentiable continuous functions.

1.1. Fractal Calculus

In fractals, irregularity and non-smoothness are the characteristics for which there is no
way to define differential mathematical structures with ordinary calculus. Fortunately, this
has been made possible by the introduction of the fractal calculus [7–9]. This formulation’s
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suitability on fractal sets, and curves was proved by using the fractal calculus to solve the
Fokker-Planck and Langwin equations [10,11].

For the fractal pattern “Cantor tartan spaces”, Golmankhaneh, and Fernandez, by us-
ing of Fα-calculus, define integrals and derivatives of functions on them with their related
differential equations [12]. Cantor sets are of type “totally disconnected set.” Sub- and
super- diffusion on Cantor sets appear when one needs to relax the continuum require-
ment [13].

In [7,8], Fα-calculus is firstly formulated based on fractal subsets of the real line. Main
definitions involves an integral of order α, 0 < α < 1, called Fα-integral and a derivative of
order α, 0 < α < 1, called Fα-derivative. This concept enables us to differentiate functions,
like the Cantor staircase, “changing” only on a fractal set. The Fα-derivative is local, unlike
the classical fractional derivative, which is of type non-local. They secondly generalize
their work in Rn [9]. This generalization from R to Rn is called Fα-calculus on fractal
curves, such as the von Koch curve. Integration and differentiation in Fα-calculus are of
type Riemann-like where α is the dimension of F. In the last decade, Fα-calculus has been
utilized in science and engineering [12,14–22].

Definition 1 ([7]). If F is an α-perfect set and 0 < α < 1 then the Fα-derivative of f at x is

Dα
F( f (x)) =

{
F− limy→x

f (y)− f (x)
Sα

F(y)−Sα
F(x) if x ∈ F

0 othervise,

}
(1)

if limit exist. The α-perfect sets are sets having properties necessary to define Fα-derivative.

Like the first order derivative, the Fα-derivative is a limit of a quotient. But here the
limit is F-limit, and the denominator is the difference in the values of the staircase function
Sα

F at two points. Moreover, intuitively speaking, F is typically the set of change of the
function, and α is typically the γ-dimension of F.

1.2. Static Mixers

One of the problems we encounter in mixing two fluids is the turbulence phenomenon,
which is a consequence of using the engine. The fractal mixing is the new method that
is predictable because of its symmetry. This method prevents the flow of turbulence [23].
Studying and design of suitable fractal mixer and the fractal reactor can increase the
quality of mixing. We can see the importance of this issue in various fluid mechanical
engineering issues.

Static mixers, which are also known as motionless mixers, have become standard in the
process industries. The use of static mixers in continuous processes is a good alternative to
conventional agitation because one can achieve similar and sometimes better performance
at a lower cost. To name the potential advantages of static mixer, we may refer to small
space requirements, low equipment cost, no power required except pumping, and no
moving parts except the pump.

Static mixers are also referred to by other similar names, such as a motionless mixer or
in-line mixer [24–33]. The fluid is pumped through a tube with a defined cross-section and
passes through a fractal mixer. This type of mixing technique is suitable for slow flow. In
this case, the pressure drop is low compared to the turbulent flow.

The prototype design of a static mixer is made of a series of identical, motionless inserts
named “elements”, which can be installed in pipes, columns, or reactors. The reason for
using of elements is to redistribute fluid in the directions transverse to the main flow, which
may be in the radial or tangential directions. Nowadays, static mixers are commonly used
in chemical and petrochemical industries to perform continuous operations. In laminar
flows, static mixers divide and sequentially redistribute streamlines using only the flowing
fluid’s energy. The various types of static mixers behave quite differently, and classification
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schemes have been introduced to explain these differences based on mixing elements’
geometry [34–36].

This article consists of two independent sections: analytic section and simulation. In
the analytical part, the problem is solved in two dimensions, while in the simulation part,
the problem is in three dimensions. We first solve fractal form of Navier–Stokes equations
which are momentum equations and continuity equation in two dimensions in cartesian
coordinates for laminar incompressible fluids. Using COMSOL software, then we present
the model studies that mix a type of fluid with water, which is called diluting the fluid at
room temperature. Three kinds of fractal grids do this mixing. We consider three families
of fractal space-filling grids with triangles, squares, and circles, respectively.

2. Main Results

The method used by Yang et al. [37] to solve Navier–Stokes equations is different
from our work in this paper, which is based on fractal calculus introduced by Parvate
and Gangal [7–9]. We start with Navier-stokes equations in two dimensions in cartesian
coordinates for laminar incompressible fluids [38,39]. The momentum components of
equations in fractal space can be expressed as follows:

u(x, y) xDα
ξ u(x, y) + v(x, y) xDα

ξ u(x, y) = −(1
ρ
) xDα

ξ P(x, y) + ν[(xDα
ξ )

2u(x, y) + (yDα
ξ )

2u(x, y)]. (2)

u(x, y) xDα
ξ u(x, y) + v(x, y) xDα

ξ v(x, y) = −(1
ρ
) xDα

ξ P(x, y) + ν[(xDα
ξ )

2v(x, y) + (yDα
ξ )

2v(x, y)]. (3)

All fractal derivatives in Equations (2) and (3) are of type local.

The continuity equation is also the third relation that connects the derivatives of the
velocity components in the fractal space.

xDα
ξ u(x, y) +y Dα

ξ v(x, y) = 0. (4)

To solve the above differential equations, we use the concept of floating function in
which we assume functions u and v can be written as follows:

u = u( f (Sα
F(x), Sα

F(y))), v = v( f (Sα
F(x), Sα

F(y))). (5)

Using Equation (5), the Equation (4) is written as follows:

( f Dα
ξ u)(xDα

ξ f ) + ( f Dα
ξ v)(yDα

ξ f ) = 0. (6)

By restricting equation
γ(xDα

ξ f ) = β(yDα
ξ f ). (7)

We obtain
β( f Dα

ξ u) + γ( f Dα
ξ v) = 0. (8)

or
βu( f ) + γv( f ) = c. (9)

The solution of Equation (7) is

f = f (βSα
F(x) + γSα

F(y)). (10)

From Equations (8) and (9) we have

xDαv = −( β

γ
) xDαu, (11)
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and
(xDα)(xDαv) = −( β

γ
) (xDα)(xDαu). (12)

Substituting Equation (11) into Equation (3) led to

u(xDαu) + v(yDαu) =
γ

β
(

1
ρ
)(yDαP(x, y)) + ν[(xDα)2u + (yDα)2u]. (13)

Now we subtract Equation (2) from Equations (11) and (12)

1
ρ
[β(xDαP(x, y)) + γ(yDαP(x, y))] = 0. (14)

The general solution of this equation is P = P(γSα
F(x)− βSα

F(y)). Now we rewrite
Equation (2) as follows

u(xDαu) + v(yDαu) = (
γ

β
)(

1
ρ
)(yDαP(x, y))− ν[(xDα)2u + (yDα)2u] = −(1

ρ
)(xDα)P(x, y). (15)

Equation (2) can be written as

u(xDαu) + v(yDαu) = ν[(xDα)2u + (yDα)2u]. (16)

Since u = u( f )

xDαu = [xDα f ][ f Dαu], yDαu = [yDα f ][ f Dαu]. (17)

We have
(xDα)2u = [( f Dα)2u][xDα f ]2 + [(xDα)2 f ][ f Dαu]. (18)

and
(yDα)2u = [( f Dα)2u][yDα f ]2 + [(yDα)2 f ][ f Dαu]. (19)

From Equations (7), (9), (18), and (19) the following equation is deduced:
c
γ
[( f Dα)u][yDα f ] = ν{( f Dα)( f Dαu){[xDα f ]2 + [yDα f ]2}+ f Dαu[[xDα][xDα f ] + [yDα][yDα f ]]}. (20)

For f = βSα
F(x) + γSα

F(y)

c
ν(β2 + γ2)

([( f Dα)][( f Dα)u] = u. (21)

u = A exp(
c

ν(β2 + γ2)
(βSα

F(x) + γSα
F(y))) + B. (22)

v( f ) =
1
γ
(c− βB− βA exp(

c
ν(β2 + γ2)

(βSα
F(x) + γSα

F(y)). (23)

The graphs of the functions u and v have been given in Figures 1 and 2.

For f = e(βSα
F(x)+γSα

F(y))

(xDα) f = β f , (xDα)(xDα) f = β2 f , (yDα) f = β f , (yDα)(yDα) f = β2 f . (24)

[
c

ν(β2 + γ2)
− 1]([( f Dα)u]) = f [( f Dα)][( f Dα)u]. (25)

u = A + B(βSα
F(x) + γSα

F(y))
c

ν(β2+γ2) . (26)
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v =
c− βA

γ
− β(βSα

F(x) + γSα
F(y))

c
ν(β2+γ2) . (27)

Figure 1. The u component (Equation (22)) is the fluid velocity in the fractal space for the function
f = βSα

F(x) + γSα
F(y) for which α = 0.63, β = 1, γ = 1, A = 1, B = 1, c = 1.

Figure 2. The v component (Equation (23)) is the fluid velocity in the fractal space for the function
f = βSα

F(x) + γSα
F(y) for which α = 0.63, β = 1, γ = 1, A = 1, B = 1, c = 1.

The graphs of the functions u and v have been given in Figures 3 and 4.
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Figure 3. The u component (Equation (26)) is the fluid velocity in the fractal space for the function
f = exp(βSα

F(x) + γSα
F(y)) for which α = 0.63, β = 1, γ = 1, A = 1, B = 1, c = 1.

Figure 4. The v component (Equation (27)) is the fluid velocity in the fractal space for the function
f = exp(βSα

F(x) + γSα
F(y)) for which α = 0.63, β = 1, γ = 1, A = 1, B = 1, c = 1.

3. To Model Diluting the Fluid with Fractal Mixing Patterns

We do our simulation in COMSOL Multi-physics software. Many electrical, mechan-
ical, fluid, and chemical simulations have been made by using COMSOL. Its name is
”Multi-physics” because all relevant physical effects can be included and coupled in this
software. Fortunately, all industries benefit from Multiphysics simulations. COMSOL helps
one to be familiar with a complete simulation environment. Virtual testing is much faster
than testing physical prototypes. Laminar flow interface and Diluted species interface
are two of the many interfaces which can be seen and used in COMSOL. All problems
can be considered by the numerical method called the Finite Element Method (FEM) in
the branch of numerical analysis. The FEM is widely used as a numerical method for
the solution of PDE problems. The implementation of FEM usually follows a standard
step-by-step procedure that is started with ”discretization” and then ”element equations”.
In COMSOL, it is possible to calculate and draw convergence diagrams in order to show
the error approximation, an example is given in Figure 5. The calculation time for this
case was 28 s. After the execution, we verify the defining model. We may present speed
(Figure 6), pressure, and concentration distributions (Figure 7) before and after passing
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fluids through or out of the fractal structure. We chose COMSOL for our work because
one could do mathematical modeling and physical modeling together. In the geometry
section, the fractal configurations with fractal circular can be made in the model builder
(Figure 8). So, we can set up our model, optimize design, and even share it as a simulation
application.

The present model studies the mixing of a type of fluid with water, which is called
diluting the fluid at room temperature. For this purpose, two interfaces must be used to
simulate the problem. 1—Laminar flow interface and 2—Diluted species interface.

Figure 5. Convergence diagram showing the error estimation in the first iteration of Sierpinski carpet.

Figure 6. Fluid velocity magnitude distribution for fractals in the zero, first, and second iterations.

Figure 7. Cont.
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Figure 7. Sierpinski carpet object in high concentration area in the second iteration for input (front up view-right), and for
output (rear up view-left), Fractal in low concentration area in the second iteration for input (front down view-right), and
for output (rear down view-left).

Figure 8. Fractal cross-section of the first iteration of a circle through which current flows (right), Fractal cross-section of the
first iteration of a circle through which current flows twice with zero and 45 degrees (center), Fractal cross-section of the
second iteration of a circle through which current flows (left).

4. Results and Discussion

The quality of mixing two fluids in a pipe or channel can be statistically expressed by
the Coefficient of Variation (CoV) parameter, which is defined as follows:

CoV =

√
∑N

i=1(
c

ci−1 )
2

N − 1
· 1

cmean
=

σ

cmean
. (28)

The values c is the measured average concentration of the additive, cmean is the value
of the average theoretical concentration, ci is the local concentration of the additive, and N
is the number of places where the concentration is measured. σ is the standard deviation.
CoV is a numerical parameter between 0 and 1; the value of 0 indicates the ideal mixing.
In the modeling section of the fractal static mixing, we examine the CoV quality parameter.

In 1883, Reynolds, an Irish scientist, introduced a dimensionless number to determine
the pattern of flow. This number depends on the fluid’s static and dynamic properties,
such as velocity, density, dynamic viscosity, and so on. The Reynolds number represents
the ratio of the inertial forces to the fluid motion’s viscous forces.

In this case, we select and simulate the above parameters’ values so that we have
Reynolds numbers in the laminar flow range. For a laminar flow, the number is Reynolds
(Re < 2000).

The CoV was used as a parameter to determine the quality of the two-fluid mixture
and is a number between zero (best case) and one (worst case) (as we put in Table 1). In row
1, the water fluid table with a concentration of 0 is mixed with a liquid concentration of
5 mol/m3 by passing through the cube shown in Figure 9. The CoV 0.004 indicates that
the two fluids are well mixed. Comparison of rows 2 and 3 shows that if instead of two
obstacles in two different halves, three obstacles are placed, and the fluid passes through
their sides, we will achieve better quality in mixing the two liquids. (0.28 for three barriers
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and 0.37 for two barriers) If we compare the cases of 4, 5, 6, it is clear that the passage
of fluid through the fractal Sierpinski carpet (first iteration) achieves better results than
the passage of fluid through its sides. By comparing three cases 7, 8, 9, it is clear that the
combination of square barrier and Sierpinski carpet was used in the patterns. The CoV
was 0.44, 0.37, and 0.36. The passage of fluid from the sides of a large Sierpinski triangle
(case 10) in the first iteration resulted in the CoV 0.60, which is not a good result. However,
when a small Sierpinski triangle was placed in an area with a maximum concentration of
5 mol/m3 (case 11), it resulted in CoV 0.45. In the case of 12, 13, 14, the Sierpinski carpet
with dimensions placed on the right, on the left, and middle halves, but we found that in
the third iteration of the Sierpinski carpet, it is impossible to obtain better results than the
first iteration.

Table 1. Values of CoV, which indicates the quality of mixing the two fluids using Sierpinski carpet patterns and obstacles
with a square cross-section.

Geometry Position- Iteration Average Concentration Standard Deviation CoV
Fluid Moves Number c̄ (mol/m3) σ σ

c̄

center-inside 0 2.3737 0.0103 0.004

center-inside 1 2.5447 1.4684 0.57

center-outside 1 2.5423 1.5468 0.60

left-outside 1 2.7951 1.2634 0.45

left-right-outside 0 2.5819 0.9720 0.37

2left-right-outside 1 2.6781 0.9815 0.36

2left-right-outside 0 2.8165 0.7936 0.28

center-outside 3 2.4421 1.5908 0.65

left-outside 3 2.6013 1.3515 0.51
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Figure 9. Sierpinski triangle object in center area in the first iteration for input (front up view-right), and for output (rear
down view-right), Sierpinski triangle in low concentration area in the first iteration for input (front up view-center), and for
output (front down view-center), and Sierpinski triangle object in high concentration area in the first iteration for input
(front up view-left), and for output (rear down view-left).

Table 2 shows the effect of the circular pattern (zero iteration) (case 1) and circular
fractals (first iteration) on the two-fluid mixture’s quality. Using one of them led to CoV
0.40, while using two same patterns led to CoV 0.30 and 0.33. Comparing them showed
that when the distance between two circular patterns is less, it leads to a smaller CoV. In
cases 5 and 6, which were used as circular fractal pattern (second iteration), we found
larger CoV.

In cases 1 to 4 of Table 3, triangular patterns were used. The results showed that if
we place a triangular barrier in a pipe with a triangular cross-sectional area, it will lead
to a smaller CoV 0.22, the triangular barrier in the cylindrical tube 0.44, 0.52, 0.59, which
was not satisfactory. For cases where the Sierpinski triangle is in the first, second, and third
iterations, the results show that if the fluid passes through these patterns, it will cause a
smaller CoV if it passes through the sides of these patterns. Using two or three of the same
fractal patterns (in the first iteration) leads to better results than using only one pattern in
the second or third iteration.
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Table 2. Values of CoV, which indicates the quality of mixing the two fluids using Sierpinski triangle patterns and obstacles
with circular cross-section.

Geometry Position- Iteration Average Concentration Standard Deviation CoV
Fluid Moves Number c̄ (mol/m3) σ σ

c̄

right-outside 1 2.4645 1.4082 0.57

center-outside 2 2.4144 1.4952 0.61

center-outside 2 2.4199 1.5225 0.62

center-outside 3 2.4532 1.4953 0.55

left-outside 1 2.5447 1.4684 0.57

center-outside 1 2.5802 1.5240 0.59

right-outside 1 2.5817 1.4226 0.55

left-outside 0 2.6297 1.3808 0.52

right-outside 0 2.6497 1.3242 0.49

Table 3. Values of CoV, which indicates the quality of mixing the two fluids using the circular fractal patterns and obstacles
with triangle cross-section.

Geometry Position- Iteration Average Concentration Standard Deviation CoV
Fluid Moves Number c̄ (mol/m3) σ σ

c̄

left-outside 0 2.7011 1.1828 0.43

center-inside 1 2.8975 1.2115 0.41

center-inside-rotated 45◦ 2 2.8208 1.2538 0.51

center-inside 2 2.6588 1.5469 0.58

two-center-inside 2 2.8538 0.9486 0.33

two-center-outside 2 2.4532 1.4953 0.55
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5. Conclusions

This project’s results included some analytical results and some results from simu-
lation problem-solving in COMSOL Multi-physics software. The fundamental equations
governing fluid motion are the Navier–Stokes equations and continuity equations solved
by different initial and boundary conditions. We have solved fractal form of Navier–Stokes
equations by using Fα-calculus. In the analytical part, we could only solve the problem
in two-dimensional and single-phase mode. We can implement the fractal equations and
analytical results in the physics builder mode inside COMSOL software in future work. It
will then enable us to compare the analytical results of the problem solving with the results
of numerical simulations. Next, in the main part of the paper, we desire the fractal mixing
of two fluids with a ratio of 1:1. The two liquids are mixed by passing through the inside
or outside of the fractal patterns. We were dealing with the original body in constructing
fractal shapes. The motion of the fluid through inside or outside of the fractal objects was
studied. The cross-sectional area was the circle, triangle, and square. Fractal geometric
shapes include triangular fractals (Sierpinski triangles), square fractals (Sierpinski carpets),
and circular fractal patterns. The simulations show that mixing the two fluids by passing
through the fractal pattern is better than passing from the outsides. A parameter called
the CoV change coefficient can indicate the quality of mixing the two fluids. We calculated
CoV values for several configurations, and the results showed that different CoV values
were obtained. Smaller amounts of the CoV make them suitable candidates for usage. The
results were as follows:

• The fractal mixing simulation showed that if the fluid passes through the fractal
pattern, it leads to a smaller CoV than it passes through its sides.

• Using the second and third iterations instead of the first iteration of a fractal pattern
does not necessarily lead to better quality in mixing of the two fluids.

• Using more than one fractal pattern in the path can decrease CoV to a smaller value.
Of course, the shorter distance between the two fractal patterns, the better efficiency
will be.

• Simulation results in mixing two fluids by Sierpinski carpet patterns and the square
barrier showed somewhat smaller CoV than the patterns of the Sierpinski triangle
and the circular fractal patterns.

• We can continue the studies by studying the gas–liquid fluids phase and gas–gas fluids
phase, while the study area will be extended from laminar flow to turbulent flow.
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